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Smashing the Roman Illusion" and was published on January 17, The article explains how one of the most
persistent misunderstandings about the Catholic Middle Ages is the idea that technology regressed during this
time compared to the Roman period. Grant demonstrates that, in fact, the medievals gave us several
technological innovations that were completely unknown to the Romans of antiquity. In fact, the Romans were
held back by an anti-technological bias that kept them ignorant of many labor-saving advances that were
subsequently discovered by the medievals. In reality of course, on some things we find that it was the Romans
who were hopelessly backwards and opposed to progress. There are three main achievements of the Roman
epic which made their empire great and solidified their place in history: What is not treated is how these things
were created by forced military service for free men, an army of slaves, or that most of these achievements
served the egos of megalomaniac politicians and emperors. The latter had themselves worshiped as gods,
Romans of the imperial period did not think military service was for them and contracted military service out
to Germans Foederati. Moreover, the life of Roman cities was made possible not merely by legions of soldiers
on the frontier but by legions of slaves at home making their lavish lifestyle possible. Just one bath house
required thousands of slaves to constantly keep the fires going and filter out the bad water. Due to abortion,
contraception and infanticide birth rates were low in the Roman Empire. Like much of the world at that time,
the first several daughters would be buried alive or left out in the wilderness to die or even strangled in some
instances, because sons were more desirable. So while Greek and Roman philosophers could speak of natural
virtues, they saw no problem with slaves living in a virtual hell of darkness lit by the fires made for the
enjoyment of their betters above ground in the bath houses, or with leaving infants to die so they could have
sons. They saw no problem with slaves under the whip on giant estates in Carthage, Egypt or France
producing the food to feed decadent cities like Rome. Even Aristotle thought that foreigners ought to be
enslaved so that Greeks could do philosophy and politics. Many of the staunchest proponents of abortion
today would have difficulty leaving an infant to die in the wilderness. It was Christianity that changed all that.
Yet post Roman Europe made many technological and scientific advances, almost right away. The myth that a
dark age set in after the fall of Rome has finally began to crumble. Thus we take this in steps: What was the
Fall of Rome? Did Christianity cause the fall of Rome? Did the fall of the Western Roman Empire cause the
end of learning until the renaissance? Did the rediscovery of ancient texts really resurrect learning in the
West? Chiefly due to historical ignorance by the majority of people, it is fashionable to say the Roman Empire
"fell". Moreover, our modern historical nomenclature reinforces this fallacy. The culture changed but that is
natural, just look at the imperial period versus the early Republican period. Soldiers in the early and late
empire look nothing like the legions of Augustus, which are created by Hollywood fallacy. So in that sense the
Roman Empire as a whole did not fall. Yet we should consider the Western Empire, whose last emperor
abdicated in AD. Did this constitute the fall and the begin of the so-called "middle ages" or alleged "dark
ages"? This is because although Germanic tribes from the steps had overrun the Roman political institutions,
the cultural life of the Western Empire changed very little. The Germans themselves took over Roman
institutions and ceremony, the Roman army, though no longer paid by the state, continued to serve as a Roman
army, settling and creating towns, and even countries such as what is now Switzerland. So a relative date of
AD is agreed upon by most historians as the date of the beginning of the Middle Ages. But can we speak of a
fall of the Roman Empire? I would argue no, rather that there was a transformation of the Roman Empire into
medieval Christendom. It would be more correct to say that Roman government fell, Roman culture gave birth
to a new civilization. Then there is the question of when the Middle Ages ended. At one time , the fall of
Constantinople was once the date taken for this event, however historians have rejected this since nothing
changed anywhere else in Europe except for Hungary, which reaped the benefits of failing to help the ailing
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Constantinople, the Turks at their back door. Historians now routinely assign as the date the middle ages
ended. I would however reject that also since it is too arbitrary. The date I would choose would be , because
that is the beginning of the end of the political and religious unity that characterized Christendom. Now with
that in mind, that the middle ages is a date approximately , or just over a thousand years, we need to see two
things in order to understand the Roman Empire correctly, and appreciate that it is the Catholic Church, and no
other institution, which created science. Firstly we need to see that the Roman Empire was not an empire
which believed in progress per se, and moreover it was Christianity which breathed new life into it,
transformed it, and established an idea of true progress. Secondly we need to see that the cause of the fall of
the Roman Empire is moral and economic, not purely military. It is often alleged that Rome only fell because
of Christianity and that had the Empire remained pagan it would have survived for many years. The thesis is
pedaled by many 19th century historians, including Sir Edward Gibbon, whose work on the decline of the
Empire is now included in Classics programs even at certain Catholic universities even though its information
is little better than mythological. He ascribes to Christianity weakness which caused the Empire to crumble
inwardly and militarily. This however contradicted by several things: Many of the martyrs of the 2nd century
were Christians serving in the Roman Legions. This is because they saw Christianity as a strong virtuous
religion, and it strengthened their skills as soldiers. Theodore of Amaseia prior to being martyred, was asked
to change his mind because he was described as a model soldier. So too were St. Maurice and his Christian
legions, as was St. Sebastian and the legionaries who were forced to built the baths of Diocletian. The moral
weakness of pagan civilization was demonstrated by the late 3rd century, while Christianity was still illegal,
and while the emperors were putting to death some of their much needed soldiers for being Christian. Even in
the "golden era" shortly after Augustus, the reign of Nero is described in the most disgusting and culturally
vapid terms by contemporaries such as Patronius and Martial. There was no more local production, all the
grain was coming from Carthage and Egypt, and there was not enough production to sustain the economy. The
currency began disappearing, so the emperors began a policy of diluting the purity of gold in the money which
caused a massive inflation in currency values, and ultimately its disappearance. They also increased taxes,
which caused money to go out of circulation. Life became difficult, and the low birth rates of Romans forced
them to bring in foreign fighters to patrol their frontiers Foederati. One could almost say, they wanted
Germans to do jobs that Romans would not do. After Constantine Rome had to deal with barbarian invasions
every generation, as well as internal economic decay due to corruption, and a hyper-dependence on slaves
which inhibited the potential of civilization to grow. In the end, the Roman Empire was moribund anyhow.
The world changed, and both Rome and Constantinople were unable to keep up because of their frankly
backwards outlook. Great empires often fall into this, looking back to a period of glory without respect to the
world political and cultural conditions which allowed that golden age. Ancient and Medieval Technology Here
we come to one of the key points of the Roman delusion. Another popular myth which finally disappeared in
the middle of the 20th century, was that when Constantinople fell all the refugee Greeks came to the west with
all of the knowledge and learning that was kept in Constantinople, and the West finally got a breath of ancient
air. As to the latter, we know that Greek manuscripts and learning returned to the West as early as the 10th
century, and by Arab agency, not Byzantine. Moreover the Renaissance was a continuation of what had
already been occurring for hundreds of years, and was occurring elsewhere. What was unique to Italy was
humanism, which will be taken up in a different installment. Our task at hand is to look at ancient technology
and see if it was in fact the brilliance the Enlightenment claims for it. The goal is to show that Medievals had
their own creative genius which propelled themselves forward, with and without ancient technology. First off,
economics is not a bad field to begin in. The Roman Empire, like the Greek city states and Empire as well as
virtually all ancient races, subsisted on a slave economy. Slavery was the lifeblood of the wealthy and the
government, for they allowed them to undertake massive projects that would have been too expensive
otherwise. This is why in the middle ages there were fewer public works projects, men had to be paid a novel
concept to be sure. In the end as we will see, slave economies prevented the Romans and Greeks from
developing new technologies, since they provide no impetus to create machines to make simpler what
someone else is already doing at little cost to you. Furthermore, the command economy of the Roman Empire
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masked its material poverty, a poverty almost unknown by the 12th century. If one was not a slave being
whipped on a massive estate Latifundia you were an impoverished freeman who lived little better than a slave.
The greatest testament to Greco-Roman civilization is water technology. Not water power, that is rather a
testimony to Medieval genius, but in conducting water from one place to another, Greeks and Romans made
use of a phenomenal mathematical precision. Roman Aqueducts even discovered how to push water uphill by
means of a pressurized pipe, and were built with a slight gradient stretching downwards by inches for miles to
keep the flow of water moving into cities. A Greek architect working for the Romans in the 2nd century A.
The Greek Architect Archimedes stated the principle of buoyancy and postulated the concept of a lever and
fulcrum. The Greeks after Alexander also created Astrology and Alchemy, the two false sciences which
ultimately led in the Middle Ages to true sciences: Astronomy and Chemistry respectively. For these and
numerous other technologies which we will discuss there were certain problems with the ancient outlook
which led to failures in ancient technology. For one most ancients particularly the Greeks did not do "science"
as a discipline, they engaged in speculative or theoretical science. Practical science only came into play when
governments spent big money to embark on solutions to problems, or one innovative mind approached a
problem and threw several thousand slaves at it. This is illustrated perfectly by Aristotle, who taught that if
you drop a larger rock and then a smaller one, the larger one will hit the ground first. All he had to do was go
up to the Parthenon and try it out to see this was not the case. The Romans however commit the opposite
mistake, they preferred doing to knowing and as a result, where they were not wholly ignorant of the Greek
tradition in scientific thought, they did not translate any of it into Latin which is the principle reason the Greek
classics were lost to the West: The Romans, for all of their technological achievements, did not make iron
nearly as well as the German barbarians to the north. They did not use soap like the Celts in Gaul. Even if it
were true that medievals only bathed once a year and it is not , at least they did use soap! Often Romans
completely overlooked the technological abilities of barbarians, much as the Greeks, in spite of having
developed their system of warfare from the Celts in the Early Republican period. This is because empires
become regressive, they look back to better days and not to legitimate progress that might be made. Seneca
remarked on this, and other matters when he said "The day will come when posterity will be amazed that we
remained ignorant of things that will to them seem so plain.
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series consists of 14 contributions by North-American and European medievalists and Pauline scholars who
discuss significant readings of Romans through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to the eve of the
Reformation. The commentaries of Abelard, William of St. Thierry, Thomas Aquinas, and Nicolas of Lyra,
and the wider influence of Romans as reflected in the letters of Heloise and the works of Dante demonstrate
the reception of Romans at this period. Starting with an introduction inviting the reader to into the biblical
environment of the Middle Ages and suggesting the varied ways in which Paul was understood in both high
clerical culture and among the people; it also offers a summary of the work done by each of the authors. Table
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Expansion during the Patriarchal Caliphate, â€” Expansion during the Umayyad Caliphate, â€” Religious
beliefs in the Eastern Empire and Iran were in flux during the late sixth and early seventh centuries. Judaism
was an active proselytising faith, and at least one Arab political leader converted to it. All these strands came
together with the emergence of Islam in Arabia during the lifetime of Muhammad d. The defeat of Muslim
forces at the Battle of Tours in led to the reconquest of southern France by the Franks, but the main reason for
the halt of Islamic growth in Europe was the overthrow of the Umayyad Caliphate and its replacement by the
Abbasid Caliphate. The Abbasids moved their capital to Baghdad and were more concerned with the Middle
East than Europe, losing control of sections of the Muslim lands. Franks traded timber, furs, swords and slaves
in return for silks and other fabrics, spices, and precious metals from the Arabs. Medieval economic history
The migrations and invasions of the 4th and 5th centuries disrupted trade networks around the Mediterranean.
African goods stopped being imported into Europe, first disappearing from the interior and by the 7th century
found only in a few cities such as Rome or Naples. By the end of the 7th century, under the impact of the
Muslim conquests, African products were no longer found in Western Europe. The replacement of goods from
long-range trade with local products was a trend throughout the old Roman lands that happened in the Early
Middle Ages. This was especially marked in the lands that did not lie on the Mediterranean, such as northern
Gaul or Britain. Non-local goods appearing in the archaeological record are usually luxury goods. In the
northern parts of Europe, not only were the trade networks local, but the goods carried were simple, with little
pottery or other complex products. Around the Mediterranean, pottery remained prevalent and appears to have
been traded over medium-range networks, not just produced locally. Gold continued to be minted until the end
of the 7th century, when it was replaced by silver coins. The basic Frankish silver coin was the denarius or
denier , while the Anglo-Saxon version was called a penny. From these areas, the denier or penny spread
throughout Europe during the centuries from to Copper or bronze coins were not struck, nor were gold except
in Southern Europe. No silver coins denominated in multiple units were minted. Christianity in the Middle
Ages An 11th-century illustration of Gregory the Great dictating to a secretary Christianity was a major
unifying factor between Eastern and Western Europe before the Arab conquests, but the conquest of North
Africa sundered maritime connections between those areas. Increasingly the Byzantine Church differed in
language, practices, and liturgy from the Western Church. Theological and political differences emerged, and
by the early and middle 8th century issues such as iconoclasm , clerical marriage , and state control of the
Church had widened to the extent that the cultural and religious differences were greater than the similarities.
Many of the popes prior to were more concerned with Byzantine affairs and Eastern theological controversies.
The register, or archived copies of the letters, of Pope Gregory the Great pope â€” survived, and of those more
than letters, the vast majority were concerned with affairs in Italy or Constantinople. The only part of Western
Europe where the papacy had influence was Britain, where Gregory had sent the Gregorian mission in to
convert the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. Under such monks as Columba d. The shape of European
monasticism was determined by traditions and ideas that originated with the Desert Fathers of Egypt and
Syria. Most European monasteries were of the type that focuses on community experience of the spiritual life,
called cenobitism , which was pioneered by Pachomius d. Monastic ideals spread from Egypt to Western
Europe in the 5th and 6th centuries through hagiographical literature such as the Life of Anthony. Many of the
surviving manuscripts of the Latin classics were copied in monasteries in the Early Middle Ages. Francia and
Carolingian Empire Map showing growth of Frankish power from to The Frankish kingdom in northern Gaul
split into kingdoms called Austrasia , Neustria , and Burgundy during the 6th and 7th centuries, all of them
ruled by the Merovingian dynasty, who were descended from Clovis. The 7th century was a tumultuous period
of wars between Austrasia and Neustria. Later members of his family inherited the office, acting as advisers
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and regents. One of his descendants, Charles Martel d. Smaller kingdoms in present-day Wales and Scotland
were still under the control of the native Britons and Picts. There were perhaps as many as local kings in
Ireland, of varying importance. A contemporary chronicle claims that Pippin sought, and gained, authority for
this coup from Pope Stephen II pope â€” At the time of his death in , Pippin left his kingdom in the hands of
his two sons, Charles r. Charles, more often known as Charles the Great or Charlemagne , embarked upon a
programme of systematic expansion in that unified a large portion of Europe, eventually controlling
modern-day France, northern Italy, and Saxony. In the wars that lasted beyond , he rewarded allies with war
booty and command over parcels of land. The Frankish lands were rural in character, with only a few small
cities. Most of the people were peasants settled on small farms. Little trade existed and much of that was with
the British Isles and Scandinavia, in contrast to the older Roman Empire with its trading networks centred on
the Mediterranean. Clergy and local bishops served as officials, as well as the imperial officials called missi
dominici , who served as roving inspectors and troubleshooters. Literacy increased, as did development in the
arts, architecture and jurisprudence, as well as liturgical and scriptural studies. The English monk Alcuin d.
Charlemagne sponsored changes in church liturgy , imposing the Roman form of church service on his
domains, as well as the Gregorian chant in liturgical music for the churches. An important activity for scholars
during this period was the copying, correcting, and dissemination of basic works on religious and secular
topics, with the aim of encouraging learning. New works on religious topics and schoolbooks were also
produced. By the reign of Charlemagne, the language had so diverged from the classical that it was later called
Medieval Latin. Holy Roman Empire and Viking Age Territorial divisions of the Carolingian Empire in , , and
Charlemagne planned to continue the Frankish tradition of dividing his kingdom between all his heirs, but was
unable to do so as only one son, Louis the Pious r. Just before Charlemagne died in , he crowned Louis as his
successor. Eventually, Louis recognised his eldest son Lothair I d. Louis divided the rest of the empire
between Lothair and Charles the Bald d. Lothair took East Francia , comprising both banks of the Rhine and
eastwards, leaving Charles West Francia with the empire to the west of the Rhineland and the Alps. Louis the
German d. The division was disputed. Pepin II of Aquitaine d. Louis the Pious died in , with the empire still in
chaos. By the Treaty of Verdun , a kingdom between the Rhine and Rhone rivers was created for Lothair to go
with his lands in Italy, and his imperial title was recognised. Louis the German was in control of Bavaria and
the eastern lands in modern-day Germany. Charles the Bald received the western Frankish lands, comprising
most of modern-day France. The Atlantic and northern shores were harassed by the Vikings , who also raided
the British Isles and settled there as well as in Iceland. In , the Viking chieftain Rollo d.
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Building of the Colosseum. Building of the Baths of Caracalla and the Aurelian Walls. Building of the first
Christian basilicas. Battle of Milvian Bridge. Rome is replaced by Constantinople as the capital of the Empire.
The Goths cut off the aqueducts in the siege of , an act which historians traditionally regard as the beginning
of the Middle Ages in Italy [38] Emperor Phocas donates the Pantheon to Pope Boniface IV , converting it
into a Christian church. Column of Phocas the last addition made to the Forum Romanum is erected. He strips
buildings of their ornaments and bronze to be carried back to Constantinople. Establishment of the Papal
States. Early Empire[ edit ] By the end of the Republic, the city of Rome had achieved a grandeur befitting the
capital of an empire dominating the whole of the Mediterranean. It was, at the time, the largest city in the
world. Estimates of its peak population range from , to over 3. He is said to have remarked that he found
Rome a city of brick and left it a city of marble Urbem latericium invenit, marmoream reliquit. In AD 64,
during the reign of Nero , the Great Fire of Rome left much of the city destroyed, but in many ways it was
used as an excuse for new development. Commerce and industry played a smaller role compared to that of
other cities like Alexandria. This meant that Rome had to depend upon goods and production from other parts
of the Empire to sustain such a large population. This was mostly paid by taxes that were levied by the Roman
government. If it had not been subsidised, Rome would have been significantly smaller. Two side gates were
destroyed in At the end of that century, during the reign of Marcus Aurelius , the Antonine Plague killed 2,
people a day. His son Commodus , who had been co-emperor since AD , assumed full imperial power, which
is most generally associated with the gradual decline of the Western Roman Empire. Crisis of the Third
Century[ edit ] Starting in the early 3rd century, matters changed. The " Crisis of the third century " defines
the disasters and political troubles for the Empire, which nearly collapsed. Rome formally remained capital of
the empire , but emperors spent less and less time there. Later, western emperors ruled from Milan or Ravenna
, or cities in Gaul. In , Constantine I established a second capital at Constantinople. At this time, part of the
Roman aristocratic class moved to this new centre, followed by many of the artists and craftsmen who were
living in the city. For the first two centuries of the Christian era , Imperial authorities largely viewed
Christianity simply as a Jewish sect rather than a distinct religion. No emperor issued general laws against the
faith or its Church, and persecutions, such as they were, were carried out under the authority of local
government officials. Diocletian undertook what was to be the most severe and last major persecution of
Christians , lasting from to Christianity had become too widespread to suppress, and in , the Edict of Milan
made tolerance the official policy. Under Theodosius , visits to the pagan temples were forbidden, [48] the
eternal fire in the Temple of Vesta in the Roman Forum extinguished, the Vestal Virgins disbanded, auspices
and witchcrafting punished. Theodosius refused to restore the Altar of Victory in the Senate House, as asked
by remaining pagan Senators. In spite of its increasingly marginal role in the Empire, Rome retained its
historic prestige, and this period saw the last wave of construction activity: Constantine was also the first
patron of official Christian buildings in the city. He donated the Lateran Palace to the Pope, and built the first
great basilica, the old St. Germanic invasions and collapse of the Western Empire[ edit ] The ancient basilica
of St. The sacking of is seen as a major landmark in the decline and fall of the Western Roman Empire.
Jerome , living in Bethlehem at the time, wrote that "The City which had taken the whole world was itself
taken. In any case, the damage caused by the sackings may have been overestimated. The population already
started to decline from the late 4th century onward, although around the middle of the fifth century it seems
that Rome continued to be the most populous city of the two parts of the Empire, with a population of not less
than , inhabitants. Many inhabitants now fled as the city no longer could be supplied with grain from Africa
from the mid-5th century onward. Many monuments were being destroyed by the citizens themselves, who
stripped stones from closed temples and other precious buildings, and even burned statues to make lime for
their personal use. In addition, most of the increasing number of churches were built in this way. From the 4th
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century, imperial edicts against stripping of stones and especially marble were common, but the need for their
repetition shows that they were ineffective. Sometimes new churches were created by simply taking advantage
of early Pagan temples, while sometimes changing the Pagan god or hero to a corresponding Christian saint or
martyr. In this way, the Temple of Romulus and Remus became the basilica of the twin saints Cosmas and
Damian. In , the last Western Roman emperor, Julius Nepos , was murdered and a Roman general of barbarian
origin, Odoacer , declared allegiance to Eastern Roman emperor Zeno. Meanwhile, the Senate, even though
long since stripped of wider powers, continued to administer Rome itself, with the Pope usually coming from
a senatorial family. This situation continued until Theodahad murdered Amalasuntha , a pro-imperial Gothic
queen, and usurped the power in The Eastern Roman emperor , Justinian I reigned â€” , used this as a pretext
to send forces to Italy under his famed general Belisarius , recapturing the city next year. The Byzantines
successfully defended the city in a year-long siege , and eventually took Ravenna. Belisarius was replaced by
Narses , who captured Rome from the Ostrogoths for good in , ending the so-called Gothic Wars which had
devastated much of Italy. The aqueducts were never repaired, leading to a shrinking population of less than 50,
concentrated near the Tiber and around the Campus Martius , abandoning those districts without water supply.
There is a legend, significant though untrue, that there was a moment where no one remained living in Rome.
He also styled himself the patron of its remaining scholars , orators , physicians and lawyers in the stated hope
that eventually more youths would seek a better education. After the wars, the Senate was theoretically
restored, but under the supervision of the urban prefect and other officials appointed by, and responsible to,
the Byzantine authorities in Ravenna. However, the Pope was now one of the leading religious figures in the
entire Byzantine Empire and effectively more powerful locally than either the remaining senators or local
Byzantine officials. In practice, local power in Rome devolved to the Pope and, over the next few decades,
both much of the remaining possessions of the senatorial aristocracy and the local Byzantine administration in
Rome were absorbed by the Church. In capturing the regions of Benevento , Lombardy , Piedmont , Spoleto
and Tuscany , the invaders effectively restricted Imperial authority to small islands of land surrounding a
number of coastal cities, including Ravenna , Naples , Rome and the area of the future Venice. The one inland
city continuing under Byzantine control was Perugia , which provided a repeatedly threatened overland link
between Rome and Ravenna. In and again in , the Senate, in some of its last recorded acts, had to ask for the
support of Tiberius II Constantine reigned â€” against the approaching Dukes, Faroald I of Spoleto and Zotto
of Benevento. Maurice reigned â€” added a new factor in the continuing conflict by creating an alliance with
Childebert II of Austrasia reigned â€” The armies of the Frankish King invaded the Lombard territories in , ,
and Rome had suffered badly from a disastrous flood of the Tiber in , followed by a plague in The city was
safe from capture at least. Agilulf , however, the new Lombard King reigned to c. With the Emperor
preoccupied with wars in the eastern borders and the various succeeding Exarchs unable to secure Rome from
invasion, Gregory took personal initiative in starting negotiations for a peace treaty. This was completed in the
autumn of â€”later recognised by Mauriceâ€”lasting until the end of his reign. The position of the Bishop of
Rome was further strengthened under the usurper Phocas reigned â€” Phocas recognised his primacy over that
of the Patriarch of Constantinople and even decreed Pope Boniface III to be "the head of all the Churches ".
He also gave the Pope the Pantheon , at the time closed for centuries, and thus probably saved it from
destruction. During the 7th century, an influx of both Byzantine officials and churchmen from elsewhere in the
empire made both the local lay aristocracy and Church leadership largely Greek speaking. However, the strong
Byzantine cultural influence did not always lead to political harmony between Rome and Constantinople. In ,
Pope Martin I was deported to Constantinople and, after a show trial, exiled to the Crimea, where he died.
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His concept spread rapidly throughout the Eastern Roman Empire, and with it, his expectation for all monks to
be literate. About two hundred years later in AD, Benedict established Monte Cassino, a soon to be a famous
Italian monastery close to Rome and Naples, and took literacy one step further than his predecessors. Soon
after, Cassiodorus founded Vivarium in South Italy, and pushed for more than just idly reading texts--he made
copying them yet another compulsory task. And trust me, it was grueling. A monastic scribe would work for at
least six hours a day, and the best ones would work more than that; Cassiodorus specifically exempts the best
of the best from daily prayers so they may have more time to work. Those round-the-clock special scribes also
graciously received an abundance of candles and a clock, so they may work past sunset and watch their life
slowly tick away while they toiled. A single room of the monastery, called the scriptorium, acted as the
workshop for scribes and was usually isolated, mandatorily quiet, and not very comfortable. Often scribes
would express their anguish in the margins of a manuscript they copied in the form of little pleas of mercy.
Courtesy of Horn et al, http: Since all manuscripts were copied by hand, some form of human error corrupts
them, whether it is skipping over words or perhaps entire lines , misspellings, false interpretations, or
hypercorrections. Because of the commonality of these errors, the exemplar the monk would copy his own
manuscript from could possibly contain major flaws, unavoidable in his own script even if he himself made no
mistakes. Language barriers frequently separated a monk from his exemplar. A Latin speaking monk may be
asked to copy down a Greek text, but even if the text was in Latin, it was a very different form of Latin than
what he would be used to. By the middle ages, the Latin language had regionalized and evolved into
something that was nothing like the archaic Latin of Ancient Rome, both in grammar and syntax, much like
the difference between modern English and Middle English. Some people thought this was for the best;
Poggio, a major and enthusiastic figure in copying culture during the Renaissance, believed that understanding
the text was not favorable, as it would introduce the possibility of more hypercorrection errors because monks
would feel more comfortable correcting their own language. This would make the manuscripts more precise in
their readings, but may be dangerous if a scribe was unable to recognize if he himself made a major error in
copying a foreign language. Scribes, illustrators, and book binders would often be separate in their
professions, because of the level of skill and amount of time needed to adequately perform each part of the
process. The scribe would copy a text, then hand it off to the illustrator if there even were illustrations, usually
only seen in later manuscripts , and then it would be given to a binder to be sewn together at last. This process
took copious amounts of time as well, not just because the tasks in themselves are time consuming, but the
book also may have had to travel to different monasteries or workshops in order for illuminations or bindings
to be completed. Monastic Reading Culture Despite these literary pursuits majorly dominating monastic life,
the reading culture present in monasteries was not a positive reinforcement of a love for the written word so
forced upon the monks. Reading and copying were indeed treated as manual labor, and that added a negative
connotation of and intense distaste for reading. The Carolingian Revival Still, for some reason, monks kept on
copying. From the start of the boom in copying practices in the fourth century AD, Greek and Latin mythical
and literary classics were the predominant texts copied up until about the sixth century, when Christian texts
started to replace them due to the rise of the Christian religion. This neglect caused the older manuscripts to
decay faster than they normally would, because no one was particularly interested in their well-being. Some
pagan manuscripts were even reused for writing new biblical copies down, because of the high cost of
parchment. Some interest in pagan literature still survived, of course, in the Greek Byzantine Empire, where
the people never truly stopped caring about their ancient mythology, but got close to forgetting about it for
awhile. What manuscripts survived only survived because of the strength of the papyrus or parchment they
were written on, until about the mid-eighth to the early ninth century, when a classical revival took place. An
illumination depicting a scriptorium in action, from a manuscript in the Biblioteca de San Lorenzo de El
Escorial, Madrid, Spain, c. He recruited major scholarly figures and poets from around the world to gather at
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his palace, which became a center for scholarship with its vast library of Charlemagne himself. Illumination
finally came into use, although very archaic literally borrowing motifs from antiquity at first with limited
colors, but breaking out into elaborate designs seen in canon tables in copies of the Bible and colored initials
to start the major lines of a text. Special scholarly editions of manuscripts also started to be published, with
scholia, or commentary paratext, taking up stretches of the page longer than the actual text itself. The Ninth
Century Renaissance in the Eastern Byzantine Empire mostly focused on this newfound scholarship, with the
founding of literary and poetic groups and the re-founding of schools in major cities. The Carolingian Revival
is the single most important event in classical literary history, because of this sudden extreme interest in
classical texts that were copied and spread like wildfire. This single-handedly saved ancient texts which do not
have any surviving manuscripts from antiquity, making the Carolingian Era manuscripts the only surviving
and most important texts we have. It is because of those book productions in the medieval world that we have
most of the Greek and Latin classics we have today, which just may validate all the hard work done by scribal
monks living quietly in the far remote reaches of society so long ago. Guidelines for monastic life in the
Medieval period and beyond. Details on manual labor, the Weekly Reader, monastic reading culture, and other
aspects of daily life in a monastery can be found here. Guidelines on how to be a good scribe. For reasoning
behind adopting copying as a monastic activity and how it was done, this is the best source contemporary with
the relevant time period. Libraries in the Ancient World. Yale University Press, For more information about
not only monastic libraries and their traditions and inner workings, but all major ancient libraries, this is an
excellent source. How the World Became Modern. Greenblatt focuses on the development of copying and
what it meant for monks and the monastic world as a whole. His book contains the story of Poggio, the famous
copier of the Renaissance period, and his studies in manuscripts and copying techniques and ideals.
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